ii) that any linear programme with finite optimal primai and dual solutions, may be extended into an equivalent extended problem to which initial feasible primai and dual solutions may easily be found;
iii) that the extended problem may be constructed so as to prevent the possibility of infinité solutions of some subproblem obtained by disregarding certain constraints ; iv) that the primai and dual mas ter probîems may contain activities of their own, in which case the simplex multipliers must form a dual feasible solution to the corresponding dual constraints, bef ore information may be transferred from the masters to the common subproblem(s); \Joining" resource balances B
"Other" resource balances "Other" activities "Joining" activities A Figure l This linear economie problem involves problems of centralization and decentralization of décision making, a convergent scheme for which is the aim of the proposed method. v) that obtaining bounds upon the further improvement of the primai and dual feasible solutions of the common subproblem(s) may be useful in deciding whether an improved primai or dual feasibîe solution, or both, shouîd be sought to this (these) problem(s); vi) that formai considération of several independent common subproblems in certain cases may be useful; vii) that not only sequential but also simultaneous itérations in primai and dual directions may be vmdertaken and that the process converges to the optimal solution in a finite number of itérations.
As for certain purposes an economie System may be approximated in the form of a linear programmîng problem of large dimensions, this décomposition procedure is of profound theoretical and practical importance in indicating a possible System for optimal planning based upon a combinat ion of central price parameters 
&1
.ai
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O e/; ™ décomposition method (*)]. An economie interprétation of the process is given in Fi g. 1 and 2. It is of interest to observe that another decompositional scheme in primai and dual directions may be devised which leads to a common master and a primai and dual subproblem and that both of these schemes may be generalized to nonlinear convex separable programmes ( 2 ).
THE PROBLEM
It is desired to establish the existence or non-existence of a finite or infinité optimal primai and dual solution of any linear programming problem by decomposing some related problems with finite primai and dual solutions into a primai master problem and one dual master problem with one common subproblem. Any linear programming problem may be considered to be a special case of the primai problem ( 3 ).
( For the solution of the above problem, the author establishes the first generalization and proof of convergence of the décomposition method proposed and practically tested by the French operational analyst Daniel Pigot ( 4 ). The generalization and proof of convergence are based upon the following concepts of the author.
1. Any linear programme (no matter whether it has some type of solution or not) may be evaluated by the successive solution of at most three related (0 Cf. M. L. BALINSKI, Integer Programming : Methods, Uses, Computation, in Management Science, Vol. 12, n° 3, Nov. 1965, pp. 271-274 . ( 2 ) Cf. Forthcoming papers by the author in University of Birmingham, CREES, Discussion Papers, Series RC/A, mimeographed, Birmingham, Great Britain, 1968 .
The most important special case is when the matrices H and N with corresponding vectors x, v, A and R, do not exist. linear programmes with finite optimal primai and dual solutions (cf, section 1), 2. Any linear programme with finite optimal primai and dual solutions, may be extended into an equivalent extended problem (*) to which initial feasible primai and dual solutions may easily be found. The conséquences of this theorem are that the same solution method may be used from the initiation of computations to the obtention of the near-optimai or optimal solution and that the proof of convergence probably is facilitated ( 2 ) (cf. section 2).
3. The extended problem may be constructed so as to prevent the possibility of infinité solutions of some subproblem obtained by disregarding certain constraints (cf. sections 2 and 3 together with the note of section 8).
4. The décomposition of the linear programme may lead to a primai and a dual master which contain activities of their own, in which case the appropriate simplex multipliers must form a dual feasible solution to the corresponding dual constraints, before information may be transferred from one master to the common subproblem(s) and to the other master (cf. section 3).
5. The possible usefulness of obtaining bounds upon the further improvement of the primai and dual feasible solutions of a common subproblem in deciding upon whether an improved primai or dual feasible solution or both should be sought (cf. section 4).
6. Formai considération of several independent common subproblems (cf. section 5).
7. Not only sequential but also simultaneous itérations may be undertaken in primai and dual directions and the method stiîl be proven to converge to the optimal solution in a finite number of itérations (cf. section 3).
ESTABLISfflNG THE TYPE AND SOLUTIONS OF ANY LINEAR PROGRAMME BY THE SOLUTION OF TWO OR THREE DERIVED LINEAR PROGRAMMES WTTH FINITE OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS
Theorem. The optimal primai and dual solution, if any, of any linear programme with primai
(0 When feasible primai and dual solutions have been found without using variables or constraints of the extended problem, the extended formulation may be dropped, if so desired, with the conséquence that the various types of subproblem may have infinité solutions, though the complete linear programme may not have any. (2) may be established by the sequential solution of three related primai (dual) linear programming problems with finite optimal solutions, viz. :
i) the primai phase 1 or dual bounded homogeneous problem to establish the existence of a feasible primai or an infinité dual homogeneous solution;
ii) the primai bounded homogeneous or dual phase I problem to establish the existence of an infinité primai homogeneous solution or a feasible dual solution ;
iii) if both a feasible primai and a feasible dual solution exists then continue by solving the primai and dual phase II problem.
The proof will be outlined in the continuation. As the primai problem (3) has a feasible primai solution
and as the primai objective fonction may never become négative, there exists a finite optimal primai solution (*)• The dual (4) must therefore have the same finite optimal dual solution ( 2 ).
The dual problem (4) may be termed the bounded homogeneous problem as it is related to the dual homogeneous problem
An illustration of the homogeneous and the bounded homogeneous problem is given in fig. 3 . 
GENEOUS PROBLEM
If no solution exists to the homogeneous problem for which the objective form is greater than zero then no such solution exists to the bounded homogeneous problem, because its solution space is part of that of the homogeneous problem.
If one or more solutions exist to the homogeneous problem for which the objective form is greater than zero, then one such solution must exist to the bounded homogeneous problem, because on the basis of any particular solution u = w* of the homogeneous problem, a solution may be constructed to the bounded homogeneous problem, if w* < 1 by using the homogeneous 0) Cf. G. B. DANTZIG, opus cit., section 6-4, Theorem 2.
(*) Opus cit., section 6-4, Theorem 3 and section 6-3, Th Theorem 1.
solution else by dividing the w* vector by its largest element ||w*|| ; the objective form of the bounded homogeneous problem must in either case similarîy be greater than zero.
Conversely, if no solution exists to the bounded homogeneous problem with the objective function greater than zero, the same must be true of the homogeneous problem because of the following reasons.
The homogeneous problem consists of points u € U which either belong to the bounded homogeneous problem, i.e. the points u -w + € U + or do not belong to the bounded homogeneous problem, i.e. the points u = u" € U~.
No solution with the objective function greater than zero exists for points belonging to the bounded homogeneous problem. Any solution point w~ of the homogeneous problem which does not belong to the bounded homogeneous problem may be obtained by multiplying any one of the points u + = w + (w") of the bounded homogeneous problem which lie upon the ray joining u~ with the origin by a positive factor k = u~ju + . If the objective function corresponding to any u + point is nonpositive the same must then be true about any up oint, as the value of the objective function of the point u" is that of any corresponding u + point times the positive factor £:, i.e.
Finally, if a solution u° exists to the bounded homogeneous problem for which the objective function is greater than zero, 0 < u° ^ 1, u°A ^ 0, u°b = w° > 0, then the homogeneous problem has a solution u = ku° where k -> oo for which the objective function becomes infinitely large, because
The optimal objective function w > 0 implies no primai feasible solution, and a dual infinité homogeneous solution.
Case i -b
The optimal objective function w = 0 implies a primai feasible solution, and no dual infinité homogeneous solution.
ii. The primai bounded homogeneous or dual phase I problem Independently of the outcome of problem /, we may proceed to solve a problem ii, which is usually part of the primai phase II problem, but hère considered independently as a bounded problem, with finite optimal primai solution to assure that a finite optimal dual solution wiîl exist.
The above primai bounded homogeneous problem (6) The dual (7) of the primai bounded homogeneous problem (6) is identicaî with the dual phase I problem.
CONCLUSIONS FROM SOLVING THE PRIMAL BOUNDED HOMOGENEOUS OR DUAL PHASE I PROBLEM
Case ii-a The optimal objective fonction e < 0 implies a primai infinité homogeneous solution, and no dual feasible solution.
Case ii-b
The optimal objective fonction e = 0 implies no primai infinité homogeneous solution, and a dual feasible solution.
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SOLUTIONS OF BOTH PROBLEMS

Case i-a and H-a
Neither a primai nor a dual feasible solution. 
Case i-a and U-b
No primai but an infinité dual solution.
Case i-b and ii-a
An infinité primai solution and no dual solution. If any of these cases apply the solution of the linear programming problem is concluded. Finally :
Case i-b and ii-b
Both a primai and a dual feasible solution implies that there exists a finite optimal solution which may be obtained by solving the following problem iii.
iii. The primai or dual phase II problem
This problem is identical with problems (1) and (2), and wiil give the finite optimal primai and dual solutions.
Thereby the proof of the theorem is completed.
INITIAL PRIMAL AND DUAL SOLUTIONS OF A LINEAR PROGRAMME
Theorem. A linear programme with finite optimal primai and dual solutions, x°, M
to which we find difficultés in immediately constructing feasible primai and dual solutions may be extended into the linear programme
which has the same optimal x°9 ifi solution if the vector of constants x is greater than the x° vector (5) x > x° > 0 and the vector ü greater than the w° vector
To the extended problem a feasible primai solution may be found by putting Proof. The primai optimal solution of (1) x = x° together with y = 0 is because of (1) and (5) a primai feasible solution of (3) with the primai objective function equal to that of (1). The dual optimal solution of (2) u -u° together with v = 0 is because of (2) and (6) a dual feasible solution of (4) with the dual objective function equal to that of (2). As the optimal primai objective function (1) equals the optimal dual objective function (2) it follows that (3) equals (4) for the feasible primai and dual solutions used, which therefore ( l ) must be optimal primai and dual solutions. Consequently the extended problem has the same optimal x and u solution(s) as the original problem.
FEASIBLE PRIMAL AND DUAL SOLUTIONS TO THE ORIGINAL PROBLEM
If, as will be the case in the following, some solution method is used which alternately solves the primai (3) and the dual problem (4), then feasible primai and dual solutions to the original primai (1) and dual problem (2) will be available when all y = 0 and all v = 0. Min {sa
where s, ü, v y x, y, z may be considered to be nonnegative vectors of upper bounds upon the corresponding vectors of variables.
A problem of the above type may be decomposed into the primai master problem
and (5) = Max { sP - 
No infinité solutions may exist to this subproblem (the coefficients of b and c in the objective function being nonnegative, and ail other variables being bounded).
A feasible or optimal primai solution of the primai master is assumed to be known. The objective function ƒ of the primai master equals the corresponding simplex multipliers times the right hand constants (*)
The problem may also be decomposed into the dual master problem
(0 This may be demonstrated on the basis of the linear programme
where x' and x" dénote respectively basic and non-basic variables in the current itération with prime and biss indicating the corresponding parts of the vector c and the matrix A. The values of the basic variables are x' = A'~xb and of the simplex multipliers « -ç'A'" 1 , The primai objective form is c'x' = c'A'~xb = ub, which is the simplex multipliers times the right hand constants.
Alternatively, this may be demonstrated by consi dering the revised simplex method, in which the value of the basic variable corresponding to the objective function is obtained by summing the product of each simplex multiplier times the corresponding original right hand side constant. As the simplex multiplier of the équation corresponding to the objective function is 1 and the corresponding original right hand constant is 0, the above equality follows.
and the dual subproblem
No infinité solutions may exist to this subproblem (the coefficients of p and q in the objective form being non-positive, and all other variables being bounded).
A feasible or optimal solution of the dual master is assumed to be known The objective function h of the dual master equals the simplex multipliers times the right hand constants
It is advantageous to note that every inequality of the primai or duai master may be formulated as an équation by subtracting or adding a nonnegative slack variable.
The dual constraints corresponding to the v, r and slack variables of the dual master are the relations c + Nz > R, -z ^ -z, c > 0 5 z ^ 0, which are part of the constraints of the primai subproblem. Therefore the simplex multipliers c 1 and z 1 of the dual master may be used to construct an improved solution to the primai subproblem, provided that none of the v, r and slack variables is a candidate for introduction into the basis of the dual master.
The dual constraints corresponding to the a, x and slack variables of the primai master are the relations s ^ s, sH-p < A, s > Q,p > 0, which are part of the constraints of the dual subproblem.
The simplex multipliers satisfy the dual constraints, except forthose dual constraints which correspond to variables which are candidates for introduction into the basis ( 1 ).
Therefore, the simplex multipliers s k and p k of the primai master may be used to construct an improved solution to the dual subproblem provided that none of the a 9 x andslack variables is a candidate for introduction into the basis of the primai master.
In the case that only improved feasible solutions of the primai and dual masters are sought, the above conditions may be satisfied by slight modifications of the linear programming algorithm used.
For an outline of the algorithm in greater detail the following définitions are required.
The primai common subproblem is defined as the problem obtained when z = z l and c = é have been inserted into the primai subproblem (5) and all constant terms in the objective function dropped, i.e. 
Further définitions of importance for following the remaining of this section are -dƒ optimal value of the primai subproblem -d f° optimal value of the primai common subproblem -à f ' value of the primai subproblem with c = c 1 , z = z l for an achieved feasible solution -d ƒ " possible improvement of the value of the primai subproblem with c = c l 9 z = z l by achieving the optimal instead of the current feasible solution -éf" optimal value of the primai subproblem with c = c l , z = z\ thus
or from (5) and (11)
àh optimal value of the dual subproblem dh° optimal value of the dual common subproblem dh' value of the dual subproblem with s = s k , p = p k for an achieved feasible solution dh" possible improvement of the value of the dual subproblem with s = s k , p = p k by achieving the optimal instead of the current feasible solution dH" optimal value of the dual subproblem with s = s k , p = p k , thus
or from (9) and (12) (17)
Asteriks may replace apostrophes to indicate an estimate absolutely greater than or equal to the value concerned. This estimate may, whenever necessary, be successively improved until it equals the value being estimated.
The algorithm may then be described as follows.
O. Initiation
The solution process is initiated by reading the data including s ^ 0, formulating the initial parts of the common subproblem, the primai and the dual masters, setting ƒ -w = oo, h = m --oo, assigning some suitable
GC. General control of the process
If/-h > z then step 1, 2, 3 are solved in parallel or in some séquence else step 4. To ensure convergence the results of the following theorem should be taken into account.
Common subproblem and information transfer décision
On the basis of the latest received information concerning s k ,p k , c l 9 z l the modified objective fonction and the modified constants of the common subproblem (11) are obtained.
The common subproblem is then solved for i) a primai, or ii) a dual, or iii) a primai and a dual feasible solution. The décision as to which type of solution (i, ii, iii) that is desired may be made in the course of the solution process in order to minimize the computational work necessary to produce a primai or a dual solution or both which may improve the primai or the dual master or both. The optimization of the primai or the dual or both solution(s) of the common subproblem must at least be continued until i) -à f ' < 0, or ii) âiï > 0, or iii) -àf ' ^ 0 and àh' > 0.
During the solution process the estimâtes -d/** and àh** may be obtained and used together with -éf ', dh' for determining which type of solution should be aimed at in solving the common subproblem (cf. section 4).
If -àf' < 0 information concerning the vector of t t coefficients corresponding to the achieved feasible solution b\ y 1 of the primai common subproblem is sent to the primai master (3).
If dh' > 0 information concerning the vector of tj coefficients corresponding to the achieved feasible solution u j , q J of the dual common subproblem is sent to the dual master (7).
Primai master problem
An improved primai feasible solution is obtained to the primai master (3), such that none of the a, x and the slack variables is a possible candidate for introduction into the basis, The value of the objective function f k provides an upper bound upon the optimal solution. The information
k is sent to the dual master and to the common subproblem.
Dual master problem
An improved primai feasible solution is obtained to the dual master ( The initial primai subproblem solution must always enter the primai master to fulnl the constraint V î, = î ; similarly, the initial duaî subproblem solution must always enter the dual master to fulfil the constraint "V tj = 1, hence the process may always be started.
The optimal solution of the primai and dual common subproblem must lead to an improvement of either the primai or the dual master or both.
The value of the primai subproblem is -d ƒ '" and that of the dual subproblem àtt". If -àf" < 0 (or àf" > 0) then the primai subproblem solution must improve the primai master (degeneracy being handled by the lexicographie method). Similarly, if àlf > 0 then the dual subproblem solution must improve the dual master (degeneracy being handled by the lexicographie method). A positive value of d/" + àh m means that either d/" or dh'" or both are positive and hence that the corresponding primai and dual subproblem solutions may improve either the primai or the dual or both masters.
Thus it is of importance to consider the value of
According to the Duality Theorem ( ! ) the primai objective fünction will always be greater than or equal to the dual objective function, hence ƒ -h > 0. Unless an optimal primai and an optimal dual solution have been found the strict inequality will apply, thus
Therefore, the optimal primai and dual solution of the common subproblem may be used to improve either the primai master or the dual master or both until an optimal primai and an optimal dual solution have been obtained to the entire problem, in which case ƒ-h = 0.
The cases in which the optima! primai and the optimal dual common subproblem solution may not improve one of the masters.
It follows from (19) that
in which case it would be of no avail to obtain an improved feasible or optimal dual common subproblem solution as neither would be able to improve the dual master.
Similarly, it follows from (19) that
in which case it would be of no avail to obtain an improved feasible or optimal primai common subproblem solution as neither would be able to improve the primai master.
The corresponding conditions for the case of a certain inoptimality of the primai and dual common subproblem solutions.
If instead of considering a completely optimal common subproblem solution, a certain amount of inoptimality is envisaged formula (19) may be expressed using (14) and (16) Similarly, the dual common subproblem solution may only improve the dual master if (25) dh' > 0 which condition using (22) may be expressed as
from which condition ii) of the theorem is obtained.
The possibility ofreducing dh\ dh", df" to zero in afinite number of itéra-tions will always enable further improvement of the primai master unless an optimal solution has already been attained.
By iterating between the dual master and dual subproblem (s, p unchanged) we may reduce in a finite number of itérations
Similarly, by finding a completely optimal primai common subproblem solution we may reduce in a finite number of pivots df" = 0
Therefore we may always make the expression (24) less than zero and thus enable an improvement of the primai master unless ƒ-h=0 in which case both an optimal primai and an optimal dual solution have been found.
Similarly, the possibility of reducing d/', d/", dh" to zero in afinite number of itérations will always enable further improvement of the dual master unless an optimal dual solution has already been attained.
As df ', d/", d/z" may always be reduced to zero in a finite number of opérations, the expression (26) may always be fulfilled, and hence an improved dual solution always be possible unless both an optimal primai and an optimal dual solution have been reached.
THE CONDITIONS FOR TRANSFER NOT FULFILLED AT EVERY STAGE.
That the conditions (24) and (26) are not redundant may be seen by considering the case of the primai master having reached the optimal primai solution and simplex multipliers, though the dual master has one or more subproblem solutions to complete before the optimal dual solution may be reached. As then ƒ = f°, h + dh" > h° = f° it follows that -df' ^ 0 and expression (24) will therefore correctly prevent transfer to the primai master. Concurrently expression (26) would permit transfer from the primai master as df" = 0.
The conditions (24) and (26) of the impossibility of afTecting an improvement of one of the master problems (the primai) after only one itération had been made between the other master (the dual) and its subproblem, and that on the average three (dual) itérations proved necessary before a successful transfer to the other (primai) itération direction was possible.
CONVERGING TOWARDS THE OPTIMUM.
If alternating transfers are made from primai to dual itérations and from dual to primai itérations fulfilling conditions i-iv, this will lead to strictly monotonically improved primai and dual master solutions with their final value equal to the optimal solution of the problem.
As no non-improving subproblem solution may ever enter a master, any alternating transfer between the various problems making some itérations at each stage, will lead to monotonically improved primai and dual masters solutions with their final value equal to the optimal solution of the problem.
AN UPPER BOUND -d/** OR d/*** UPON THE POSSIBLE FURTHER IMPROVEMENT -d/ " OR dh"
A feasible solution is assumed to be available to the primai subproblem with inserted c l ,z l solution, thus to the problem 3-(ll) such that no slack variable is a candidate for introduction into the basis.
As longs as the ü coefficients have been chosen large enough, no h variable will ever become a candidate for introduction. Therefore, only y variables with négative reduced cost coefficients
where u\ q l represent the simplex multipliers corresponding to the b\ y 1 solution, may be candidates for introduction into the basis. The y variables are, however, subject to the upper bound y.
A lower bound upon the possible improvement of the primai subproblem with unchanged c, z, is therefore given by assuming that no q and no slack variable is a candidate for introduction into the basis.
If an optimal solution is obtained to the corresponding subproblem, the estimâtes become _d/**= -d/"=0 and d/z** = dh" = 0 as no variable is a candidate for introduction. The above lower and upper bounds may be used to avoid unnecessary improvement of a primai or dual feasible solution of the common subproblem if -d ƒ ' -dƒ ** > 0 or dh' + dh** < 0, respectively.
If -d/' -d/** > 0 then it foïlows from (2) and 3-(14) that even an optimal primai common subproblem solution will not be able to improve the primai master as _d
in which case further computations aiming at improving the primai common subproblem are of no use. Similarly, if âh' + dh** < 0 then it follows from (4) and 3-(16) that even an optimal dual common subproblem solution will not be able to improve the dual master as dh m = ûh' + dti' < dh' + dh** < 0 in which case further computations aiming at improving the dual common subproblem solution are of no use.
SWTABLE MODIFICATION IN THE CASE OF BLOCK-DIAGONAL STRUCTURE OF THE COMMON SUBPROBLEM
If the common subproblem D in section 3-(ll)-(12) has a block-diagonal structure (as in the introductory illustration), then it may be considered to consist of as many independent part problems as there are blocks and the solution of each of these may take place in parallel.
In the primai phase, different solutions n €Jf (g, l) of the part problems g € S corresponding to the same quantity solution / € £ of the joining activities may be combinée to form a solution of the entire primai subproblem or some fraction thereof. It may therefore be useful to reformulate the constraints of the primai master
by defining nonnegative fractions t t denoting by which amount the quantity solutions / € £ of the joining activities are combined together with the quantity solutions ï of the complete primai subproblem
U>o (let) and other nonnegative fractions t lgn denoting by which amount the n th solution of the g th part problem corresponding to the Z th quantity solution of the joining activities are taken.
The combinations of fractions of part problem solutions corresponding to a particular fraction of a solution of joining activities must fulfil the folïowing conditions, if the overall combination should give a feasible solution of the whole primai subproblem.
(3)
The number of équations in (3) would be equal to the number of solutions for the joining activities times the number of part problems. As the number of solutions £ for the joining activities would increase with every dual itération, the number of such solutions separately considered by using the constraints (3) may have to be kept limited.
This may be achieved by exchanging some apparently less important subproblem solution based upon t v and corresponding t Vgn variables into a complete subproblem solution *' based upon a fixed combination of the different solutions n € JV\/' S g) of the part problems g e S. The corresponding fixed solution of each part problem g could then be selected on the basis of the current values of the fractions
(4) _£
where Vgn dénotes the n th solution of the g ih part problem corresponding to the /' th quantity solution of the joining activities.
In exchanging a t v variable for an additional / t , variable, we shall always abolish |S| (*) of the constraints (3) and [S| or more variables t Vgw and still obtain the same solution to the master problem with the previous values of other variables and t t . = t r . In the case that t v is basic and more than |8| basic variables t Vgn are abolished the corresponding solution of the master problem will become degenerate.
In the dual phase, different solutions m € JL(k, g) of the part problems g € S corresponding to the same price solution k € X for the joining resource balances may be combined in the same Way to form a solution of the entire dual subproblem.
If the above approach of combining different solutions of part problems is adopted the linear programme procedure used must be able to deal with degenerate solutions arising from i) the replacement of several variables
hgr» h (t kgm , t k ) by one variable t t (t 3 ) ;
ii) all the constraints (3) have constant terms equal to zero ( 2 ).
REQUIREMENTS ON THE LP ALGORTTHMS FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE MASTER PROBLEMS AND THE COMMON SUBPROBLEM
The linear programme procedure(s) used to solve the master problems and the subproblem should deal in a special way with the added variables and the upper bounds, and bef ore information is transferred from one master problem to the other and to the common subproblem(s) ensure that no variable from certain groups of variables may be a candidate for introduction into the basis.
The method used for solving the common subproblem should give a feàsible primai and/or a feaâible dual solution. This may be obtained by using 1) any linear programming procedure to détermine both an ûnjproved primai feàsible and an improved dual feàsible solution, or to détermine an optimal solution, thereby obtaining both an optimal primai feàsible and an optimal dual feàsible solution; or 0} The number of éléments of t(ie set S, i.e. the number of part problems is hère denoted by [ S |.
(
2 ) It seems hkely that a useful Way of handhng the latter degeneracy is : to calculâte a joint reduced cost coefficient based upon any particular quantity solution for the joining activities and the most favourable of the corresponding quantity solutions of each of the E art problems; after having found the most favourable of these joint reduced cost coefcients to introducé the corresponding group of variables m séquence, the improvement in the objective function only oçcurring when the last of these variables has entered the basis.
2) some linear programming procedure which provides at each itération both a feasible primai and a dual feasible solution (*), like the logarithmic potential method by R. Frisch ( 2 ) possibly modified as proposed by G. R. Parisot ( 3 ).
The method used should probably make use of the previous common subproblem solution in obtaining a new solution to this problem after the objective function and constants have been modified. Possibly this may best be achieved by using a parametric programming approach ( 4 ) in conjunction with one of the above mentioned methods.
If as a rule only improved feasible primai or dual solutions of the common subproblem are sought in the itération process, then it may be required that the algorithm used should give a bound upon the possible improvement of the corresponding primai or dual objective function.
INFINITE SOLUTIONS OF THE PRIMAL AND DUAL SUBPROBLEMS
Even though the overall problem may be assumed to have a finite optimal solution, the conséquences of permitting the primai and dual subproblems to have infinité solutions (dropping the extended formulation of section 2) may be investigated with respect to the three possibilities that only y(u), both y and z(u and s), only z(s) variables may give rise to infinité solutions of the primai (dual) subproblem.
The gênerai conséquences would be the following.
i) The primai and dual masters would have to have columns corresponding to the infinité directions, which would not be constrained by the requirements ii) The primai and dual subproblems would have to be solved for these infinité directions.
iii) As long as there remains an infinité direction to the primai (dual) of a subproblem there exists no dual (primai) solution to it. Therefore itérations must be continued between the primai (dual) master and the primai (dual) subproblems until no further infinité direction may improve the primai (dual) master.
Only infinité y{u) solutions possible
The finding of infinité primai (dual) subproblem solutions may in this case easily be achieved in the course of solving the primai phase II problem. If the subproblem is not optimally solved before a switch is made to dual itérations, some yet undiscovered infinité directions may make a feasible dual solution impossible.
Both infinité y and z (w and s) solutions possible
The finding of infinité primai (dual) subproblem solutions becomes then fairly complicated because of difficulty of finding improved z(s) solutions due to the size and structure of the problem. In the case of the primai subproblem the corresponding bounded homogeneous primai subproblem (*) would be
0) The structure of this problem seemingly suggests solution by dual décomposition. As the coefficients B -s k K, C -s k L of the modified objective function have changed every time when a new solution y, z is required, the previous dual solutions «, q of the corresponding subproblem(s) are no longer true solutions of them, and therefore it is impermissible to use the previous vectors of the dual master problem. The previous dual subproblem solutions may possibly be brought up to date by on]y making a change in the q vector, which will only affect the q\ terms of the dual master problem. The vectors of the previous master problem may then so modified be used in finding an improved solution to the present master problem.
Only infinité z(s) solutions possible
As it is the finding of infinité z(s) solutions, which seems to lead to increased computational difficulties, no greater relief occurs apparently from restricting the possibility of infinité solutions only to the z(s) variables. A formaliy superflous identity matrix I has therefore been inserted into all the tables of the following summary. By changing the définition of the vector s j, v, 1 of figure 4 and a, b, c, s, û, v, p, q, r, -x, -j It is of importance to observe that neither master problems nor subproblems make detailed use of the transmitted values variables but only use them in formulating new columns or rows of net effects. Therefore the information flow may be reduced by transmitting corresponding net effects instead of values of variables wherever this woulo lead to a lesser amount of information.
SUMMARY OF THE GENERALIZED METHOD
numerical test examples ( l )> one of which complètes this paper by illustrating in full detail the functioning of the method. This numerical study was undertaken in order to provide a test example for a computer programme.
An extremely simplified computer programme to illustrate the main computational aspects of the method has been elaborated ( 2 ). An advanced computer programme by A. C. McKay has recently been successfully tested by him upon a numerical problem involving formai considération of two common subproblems (*). A systematic study of factors influencing the practical speed of convergence of the method is currently being undertaken.
CONCLUSIONS
The favourable computational expériences of Beale, Small and Hughes ( 3 ) with their large primai décomposition programme may probably be taken as an indication that the above generalization of the double décomposition method by D. Pigot may offer not only an important theoretical but also a forceful practical tooi for achieving a near optimal solution of very large economie planning Systems, especially for optimal international/interrégional interunit economie planning ( 4 ).
A great advantage of the method is that the solution of a common subproblem of block diagonal structure may take place in parallel, each block independently of the other. A very large economie planning problem containing reasonable number of joining resource balances and joining activities and a great number N of diagonal blocks each of reasonable size, may therefore, in principle, be solved on N computers each solving one block of the common subproblem plus 2 computers solving the primai and dual master problems.
This should make the practical formulation and solution of very large economie planning Systems possible by only relying upon available Computing resources from high speed computers to pencil and paper. Nos. 14 and 17, Birmingham, Great Britain, lOth August, 1967 and Ist April, 1968 . The Computer Journal, Vol. 8, No. 1, April, 1965, pp. 13-18 . Recently this report has been followed by an investigation by P. Broise, P. Huard and J. Step 2.g Pri-1 ttoater Problea
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